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Download Left Right Comparison of Alternative Programs: Astro says: Extremely fast export of DBF dataUser-friendly interfaceExcellent technical support Product Details Rating:6 (130) Ranking in Database Software:3 Last rated on:10/11/2020 License:Free trial File size:2.44 MB Version:4.85 Last updated:29/11/2012 Supported Operating Systems:
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows 10 Languages: English, Spanish, German, Italian, Russian, French Developer:HiBase Group Download count:1,306 Download count (All Languages):14,493 DBF Viewer 2000 4.25 (oldest version) View all old versions This is an advanced DBF data management solution for all database users.
It is full of features that are normally only found in top-end software. DBF Manager's built-in DBF editor provides secure access to the internals of the dBase dbf file format. It is full of highly advanced features, including comprehensive support for changing the data structure. The advanced data editing, data conversion, and search-paint features are all
carefully tailored to any data type of interest. DBF Manager has a comprehensive set of database index related tools. For example, the easy-to-use index manager performs on-the-fly re-indexing and re-indexes from an open dbf file, and allows a wide range of index file types to be accessed, modified, and viewed. A print dbf structure feature is included in the
extended index file manager feature set. The DBF Manager multi-document interface is intuitive and the program is extremely flexible and configurable. This means that no training is required; you start using it right away. You DBF Manager now try by downloading the free trial from here. When you are convinced that this is the best compact solution for your
individual or business database needs, you will choose the most cost-effective license from our flexible, multi-tier, online ordering system and receive your serial key by email immediately. You use DBF Manager to work with DBase, Clipper, Foxpro, Visual Foxpro dbf file formats DBF Manager is easy to use. DBF Manager has enjoyable and intuitive user
interfaces, which make it easy to use by both novice users and computer professionals. DBF Manager is suitable for dbf file structure management tasks You can easily add fields to your dbf files, rename and delete using Table Structure Designer Open, view and modify .ndx, .cdx, .ntx, .mdx index files The .cdx, mdx, and .ndx index files contain and
maintain pointers for records in the table file (.dbf) and are organized based on the index key values. An index file is separate from a .dbf file. So you must first open a .dbf file and open the corresponding index file(s) if necessary. In to .cdx/.mdx files that open automatically when the corresponding table is opened, you must explicitly open a .ndx/.ntx file using
the program's Index Manager dialog box (file-&gt;Index manager menu item). Index Index are only relevant to searching in the DBF - you really don't need it (i.e. you read the .dbf database without the index file). However, if you delete the index file, you break the application. With most Clipper/Foxpro features, filter records to limit the records you can access
only the data you want using temporary filtering condition. You set a separate filter for each open table. DBF Manager can be used to generate powerful enterprise-level reports The business customers can use the visual report designer (with a complete set of layout and design controls) to design highly formatted, interactive, and professional-looking reports.
Reports can be exported and reused to the electronic formats used by most end users (for example. PDF and Excel). DBF Manager can convert your dbf file data to popular file formats Exporting DBF file data to dbf, sql, csv, txt, xls, html file formats. DBF Manager can import data from widespread file formats Use the built-in import wizard to import data from
xls, txt, csv, xlsx, xml and dbf file formats. Here is a list of best free DBF Viewer Software for Windows. With the listed free DBF viewer software you can view DBF files, along with other documents such as: doc, docx, txt, html, etc. Displays and editing rows and columns of a DBF file. They also make searching and sorting records really easy. To better
analyze DBF files, use the filter option to filter the desired range of results. The DBF viewers listed offer many features to make viewing database files easy, such as: Table view to view all statistics about a table, search for a particular record or field in a table, and Filter to filter out unwanted results. In addition to display options, you'll also get many DBF
editing options, such as: add index, add field, change field, rename, etc. These DB viewers offer a wide range of functionality, from restoring broken DBF file to opening DBF file as a spreadsheet (as an Excel file would open). You also use these DB viewers to view and edit files from different formats. My favorite DBF Viewer Software for Windows: DBF
Viewer Plus is my favorite DBF viewer because it contains all the necessary DBF viewer tools along with simple and interactive interface. In this viewer, you can easily view and edit table data, along with table structure. DBF viewer such as LibreOffice and OpenOffice have a large number of functions. But most features are not built to view DBF files. So, in
my opinion, you should use these DB viewers only if you don't have other viewer available. In the case of OpenOffice and LibreOffice you also have colored text, hyperlinks, charts, etc. To view a broken DBF file, you must use DBF Viewer Tool and DBF Repair Free. These two free DB viewers give you the ability to repair a broken DBF file, which is a really
useful feature to have in a DBF viewer. Go through this carefully curated list to find out about the named DBF viewer freeware. It will help you sort out the one according to your requirement. You can also view the list of the best free PRT Viewer software, CAD Viewer software, and IFC viewer software. DBF Viewer Plus DBF Viewer Plus is a free DBF Viewer
Software for Windows. This database viewer makes it easy to view DB files. To make viewing DBF easy, this DB viewer offers the following useful options: table view to view all statistics about a table. Look for a particular record or field in a table. Filter to filter out unwanted results. To use the Filter option, you must first set the value of the filter box to a string
that contains the filter's test condition. Example: ORDER = '42'. You also perform complex data filtration operations. But for that, you need to be aware of logical operators like and, or, not, etc. Along with viewing DB files, you also edit them. For editing, this viewer provides many useful tools, such as: add index, add field, change field, delete field, etc. A very
useful tool with the name, form view, can be used to edit one row at a time. Other useful tools, such as importing, exporting DBF files and the option to print is also present in this DBF viewer. DBF Commander DBF Commander is another free DBF viewer for Windows. You can easily view each DBF file using this software. In addition to viewing database file,
you also create database tables using this free DB viewer. It has many useful built-in tools, such as: sorting, finding and replacing, filters, etc., making viewing and editing database files very easy. In this viewer, you can also change the file structure without affecting the table data. This database file viewer also has features such as the Cascade window and
the Tilt Window window. These multi-window options allow viewing of multiple DBF files in a simultaneous way. This multi-window feature automatically opens each DB file in a different window. This makes switching between multiple windows easy. In addition to DBF files, this DB viewer for PC also supports other formats, such as: FPT and DBT. Several
default tools for displaying record, delete record and go to record are also available in this database file viewer. GTK DBF Editor GTK DBF Editor is a free and open source DBF viewer and editor. As the name suggests, the main purpose of this software is to edit DBF files, but you also use it to view DB files. This DBF viewer has one of the simplest interface
compared to other DBF viewers. This database viewer opens data in two windows. The first window displays the DBF editor and the second window shows displayed with DB data. But in this viewer you don't change the table structure, which is a big drawback if it's used as a DBF editor. In this DBF viewer you will not find any other tool apart from viewing
and editing. By using this viewer, you can easily edit values of each row because it displays all the values of one row at a time. If you just want a software to view DBF file, then you use it. This DB DB viewer has a very simple interface with minimal options available. DBF Viewer Tool DBF Viewer Tool is a free DBF file recovery tool, which can be used to
view DBF. In this DBF viewer you can view every DBF file. In addition, you can also view broken DBF files, which is almost impossible for other DBF viewers. Apart from that, this software offers only two options. The first is recovering broken DBF files, and the second is viewing DBF files. In this DBF viewer, you won't have an option to edit values or
structure of a table. Yet you can easily view and restore a DBF file. I recommend this DBF viewer if you want to view normal or broken DBF files. Please note that the free version of this software does not allow you to store the broken DBF files you have repaired; you just look at them. DBFViewer DBFViewer software is another free DBF file viewer. As the
name suggests, this viewer is specifically designed to view DBF files. For display, it offers the following useful options: Show structure: Show only the structure of the table without table values. Read-only: View DBF and prevent table values from being changed by mistake. This DB viewer also provides a number of useful DBF editing tools, such as Inserting
Values in the Table), Delete (to remove records from the table), and Edit (to change the existing table values). This DB viewer does not need installation, you use this viewer immediately after downloading. But this software is not very stable, and during testing, this DB viewer crashed many times. DBF Repair Free DBF Repair Free is another DBF file
recovery software. It can be used to view corrupted and damaged DBF files, and of course normal DBF files. This DB viewer can be used for DBF display and recovery operations. There are no DBF editing tools available here. If your DBF file does not open even after using this DB viewer, you upload your DBF source file through this software to the
developer's server for further investigation. This DBF viewer is very useful for viewing corrupt DBF file. But apart from that, this DB viewer does not offer a specific tool to help you with advanced viewing or editing. So, in my opinion, you should consider this software only when you want to view corrupted DBF file. Paradox dBase Access Reader Paradox
dBase Access Reader is a free DBF viewer. This DBF viewer helps you view several DBF files. For view, you'll get options such as Print Preview to display and filter the database table in report file format to view/hide unwanted/unwanted results. In addition to viewing you simply get all the little information about your DBF file, such as: Record Size, Header
Size, Page Size, Etc. This DB viewer also offers many useful options to change the table color and the option to store your file in different formats, such as: HTML, Text, XML, Excel, etc. Preview your DBF file before printing or sharing via email. In this DB viewer, you can also change the font of text if needed. You will not find an option to dbf files here.
However, you make changes to the table tree, such as changing the position of the column or changing the width of tables. OpenOffice OpenOffice is an office suite that can be used to view DBF files. With this software you can view any DBF file. In this software you can easily sort and search the data from a table. This free DBF viewer opens dbf file as a
spreadsheet. That's why you do a lot of operations on DB data, such as excel. for example, entering formulas, adjusting the row height, copying cell or row, etc. This viewer offers many other useful features, such as automatic spell checking, adding hyperlinks and DBF to PDF converter, etc. You also send DBF files directly via email using this software. If
you just want a software to view DBF files, then I won't recommend this software to you. It has too many options, which are not very useful for viewing DBF. But if you want to edit your database tables, you use this office suite as a DBF viewer, as it contains many useful editing tools. LibreOffice LibreOffice is another office suite that can be used to view DBF
files. In this software you can view and edit your DBF files. This software can open any DBF file in the form of spreadsheet, just like OpenOffice. With this software you can even add row or column between existing rows or columns. To do this, you must use the row and column operations option. This office suite software also has standard features such as
sorting and automatic filtering. This software is almost similar to Apache OpenOffice. This freeware is a really good option to view DBF files on the PC, but if you want to search and get all the data from a table, then you have to do so manually. Manually.
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